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A Shropshire Lad

2012-03-01

authoritative edition of one of the enduring classics of english poetry housman probes with poignant beauty the nature of

friendship the passing of youth the vanity of dreams other themes

The Meaning of Mourning

2023-01-09

grief is a universal human response to death and loss mourning is an equally universally observable practice that enables the

bereaved to express their grief and come to terms with the reality of loss yet despite their prevalence there is no unified

understanding of the nature and meaning of grief and mourning the meaning of mourning perspectives on death loss and grief

brings together fifteen essays from diverse disciplines addressing the topics of death grief and mourning the collection moves

from general questions concerning the putative badness of death and the meaning of loss through the phenomenology and

psychology of grief to personal and cultural aspects of mourning contributors examine topics such as theodicy and grief

reproductive loss mourning as a form of recognition of value the roots of grief in early childhood grief in covid times hope

phenomenology of loss public commemoration and mourning rituals mourning for a devastated culture the necropolis of glasgow

and the art of outliving edited by mikołaj sławkowski rode the volume provides a survey of the rich topography of methodologies

problems approaches and disciplines that are involved in the study of issues surrounding loss and our responses to it and guides

the reader through a spectrum of perspectives highlighting the connections and discontinuities between them

Masculine Plural

2018-09-04

the classics were core to the curriculum and ethos of the intensely homosocial victorian and edwardian public schools yet ancient

homosexuality and erotic pedagogy were problematic to the educational establishment which expurgated classical texts with

sexual content this volume analyses the intimate and uncomfortable nexus between the classics sex and education primarily

through the figure of the schoolmaster philip gillespie bainbrigge 1890 1918 whose clandestine writings not only explore

homoerotic desires but also offer insightful comments on classical education now a marginalized figure bainbrigge s surviving

works a verse drama entitled achilles in scyros featuring a cross dressing achilles and a chorus of lesbian schoolgirls and a latin

dialogue between schoolboys vividly demonstrate the queer potential of classics and are marked by a celebration of the pleasures

of sex and a refusal to apologize for homoerotic desire reprinted here in their entirety they are accompanied by chapters setting

them in their social and literary context including their parallels with the writings of bainbrigge s contemporaries and near

contemporaries such as john addington symonds e m forster and a e housman what emerges is a provocative new perspective

on the history of sexuality and the place of the classics within that history which demonstrates that a highly queer version of

classics was possible in private contexts

Vocabulary Is Comprehension

2014-08-21

tackle students biggest barrier to complex text word knowledge in our rush toward complex texts somehow we forget to put a new

systematic vocabulary plan in place luckily laura robb provides that instructional plan in vocabulary is comprehension the best part

laura s plan takes just 10 to 15 minutes and much of it is spent in partner and independent work so this is no add on to squeeze

in all materials are included there are 35 lessons paired with 50 complex texts that cover academic vocabulary figurative

language denotative and connotative meanings and more align with specific ccss vocabulary and writing standards include

strategies for ells and developing readers along with formative assessments
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The Palgrave Handbook of Artistic and Cultural Responses to War since 1914

2018-12-05

this handbook explores a diverse range of artistic and cultural responses to modern conflict from mons in the first world war to

kabul in the twenty first century with over thirty chapters from an international range of contributors ranging from the uk to the us

and australia and working across history art literature and media it offers a significant interdisciplinary contribution to the study of

modern war and our artistic and cultural responses to it the handbook is divided into three parts the first part explores how

communities and individuals responded to loss and grief by using art and culture to assimilate the experience as an act of

survival and resilience the second part explores how conflict exerts a powerful influence on the expression and formation of both

individual group racial cultural and national identities and the role played by art literature and education in this process the third

part moves beyond the actual experience of conflict and its connection with issues of identity to explore how individuals and

society have made use of art and culture to commemorate the war in this way it offers a unique breadth of vision and perspective

to explore how conflicts have been both represented and remembered since the early twentieth century

Housman Society Journal

2005

the title tale from this collection recounts the experiences of an african american coachman who becomes disfigured after

rescuing his employer s son from a fire includes the blue hotel and his new mittens

The Monster and Other Stories

2015-02-18

first english realistic novel depicts misadventures of joseph and his old tutor parson adams and their travels along the way

exposing through their own innocence and honesty the hypocrisy and affectation of others

Joseph Andrews

2012-05-04

brief history of hereford cattle v 1 p 359 375

American Hereford Record and Hereford Herd Book

1924

this classic social satire follows yankee hank morgan after a blow to the head in nineteenth century connecticut transports him to

528 a d where he proceeds to modernize king arthur s kingdom

A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court

2001-06-01

although oscar wilde 1854 1900 created a wide range of poetry essays and fairy tales and one novel in his brief tragic life he is

perhaps best known as a dramatist his witty clever drama populated by brilliant talkers skilled in the art of riposte and paradox

are still staples of the theatrical repertoire an ideal husband revolves around a blackmail scheme that forces a married couple to

reexamine their moral standards providing along the way a wry commentary on the rarity of politicians who can claim to be

ethically pure a supporting cast of young lovers society matrons an overbearing father and a formidable femme fatale continually

exchange sparkling repartee keeping the play moving at a lively pace ike most of wilde s plays this scintillating drawing room
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comedy is wise well constructed and deeply satisfying an instant success at its 1895 debut the play continues to delight

audiences over one hundred years later an ideal husband is a must read for wilde fans students of english literature and anyone

delighted by wit urbanity and timeless sophistication

The British National Bibliography

1996

help readers improve reading skills while stimulating their appreciation and increasing their understanding of great literature using

a scaffolding approach this guide leads readers from simple and engaging reads to more challenging texts and simultaneously

cultivates their interest and skills an invaluable resource for middle and high school abe and esl educators as well as for readers

advisors all readers even those still learning to speak english can enjoy the delights and benefits of great literature with the help

of this motivational and practical book guide rosow takes you on a journey through the history of western literature beginning with

ancient myths and moving to medieval tales and classics of the renaissance romantic movement and modernism along the way

she shows you how to give readers easy access to some of the best literature of all time scores of collections focus on such

ancient and enduring stories as gilgamesh beowulf the tales of chaucer historical masterpieces of william shakespeare jane

austen edgar allan poe charles dickens and stellar names of more recent times such as virginia woolf john steinbeck ernest

hemingway and j r r tolkien each carefully selected collection lists an assortment of titles ranging in reading level and arranged

progressively from simple renditions such as picture book re tellings through more advanced selections and readings where audio

versions and simpler formatting support the reader and on to the most challenging reads author profiles and narrative as well as

detailed descriptions of each title provide further insights into the story lines and features of the books while building a scaffold of

reading experience and knowledge to help readers better understand the texts for example the mark twain collection begins with

a brief biographical sketch of the author followed by descriptions of two illustrated books about the author and two readers theatre

skits based on his work a collection of twain s short stories is recommended next and then several illustrated versions of his

novels and an illustrated edition of twain s memoir life on the mississippi which is supported by an audiotape version each

recommended title is rated as start here next read support here or challenging read and related reads and audio and video

versions are listed when appropriate the author also notes author and student favorites titles with exceptional illustrations and

other features of interest focus is on authors and titles of the western canon that are generally lu2768 le in library collections

because some of the titles cited are older editions this is a valuable collection development tool in libraries as well as an essential

resource for readers advisors adult basic education and english as second language educators and young adult educators and

librarians young adult and adult or grades 9 and up

An Ideal Husband

2001-02-01

french realism s immortal siren crawled from the gutter to the heights of society devouring men and squandering fortunes along

the way zola s 1880s classic is among the first modern novels

The Publishers Weekly

1990

it was with this first version of song of myself from the 1855 edition of leaves of grass that whitman first made himself known to

the world readers of revised editions will find this version surprising and often superior

Accessing the Classics

2005-12-30

presents twenty four poems from leaves of grass including i hear america singing i sing the body electric and o captain my
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captain

Nana

2012-09-21

the first stop on dante s famous journey from hell to purgatory to paradise this 14th century allegorical poem blends vivid and

shocking imagery with graceful lyricism translated by the beloved 19th century poet henry wadsworth longfellow

Song of Myself

2012-03-02

a gentleman adventurer is hired to locate a man who has disappeared into the heart of africa while hunting for the legendary lost

diamond mines of king solomon

Selected Poems

1991-05

includes 38 nonsense verses and parodies the walrus and the carpenter father william my fancy a sea dirge hiawatha s

photographing the mad gardener s song poeta fit non nascitur and many others

Inferno

2012-03-02

the adventures of a mischievous young boy and his friends growing up in a mississippi river town in the nineteenth century

King Solomon's Mines

2012-08-08

the great documents in this important collection helped form the foundation of american democratic government compelling

influential and often inspirational they range from patrick henry s dramatic give me liberty or give me death speech at the start of

the american revolution to abraham lincoln s second inaugural address issued in the closing weeks of the civil war also included

are the declaration of independence thomas jefferson s classic rationale for rejecting allegiance to the government of king george

iii the monroe doctrine the cornerstone of american foreign policy and these other landmark statements the constitution of the

united states james madison s the federalist no 10 george washington s first inaugural address and farewell address thomas

jefferson s first inaugural address william lloyd garrison s prospectus for the liberator andrew jackson s veto of the bank bill and

abraham lincoln s first inaugural address emancipation proclamation and gettysburg address an introductory note precedes the

text of each document providing fascinating background history and information about the author an indispensable reference for

students this handy compendium will also serve as an invaluable introduction for general readers to american political writing

Jabberwocky and Other Poems

2012-03-05

the first volume of the 7 part masterpiece in search of lost time swann s way introduces the reader to charles swann a wealthy

connoisseur in 19th century paris and a victim of an agonizing romance
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Tom Sawyer

1997-01-01

joseph conrad s 1904 adventure novel set amid the mist covered mountains of a fictional south american republic spins a colorful

tale of capitalist exploitation and rebellion the story begins halfway through the revolution employing flashbacks and glimpses of

the future to depict the lure of silver and its effects on men corrupting and destroying some revealing the strengths of others

conrad s deep moral consciousness and masterful narrative technique are at their best in nostromo one of his greatest works

The Declaration of Independence and Other Great Documents of American History,

1775-1864

2000-06-20

the relative peace and prosperity of the elizabethan age 1558 1603 fostered the growth of one of the most fruitful eras in literary

history lyric poetry prose and drama flourished in sixteenth century england in works that blended medieval traditions with

renaissance optimism this anthology celebrates the wit and imaginative creativity of the elizabethan poets with a generous

selection of their graceful and sophisticated verse highlights include sonnets from astrophel and stella written by sir philip sidney a

scholar poet critic courtier diplomat soldier and ideal english renaissance man poems by edmund spenser whose works combined

romance with allegory adventure and morality and sonnets by william shakespeare whose towering poetic genius transcends the

ages other celebrated contributors include john donne go and catch a fallen star ben jonson drink to me only with thine eyes and

christopher marlowe the passionate shepherd to his love the poetry of lesser known figures such as michael drayton samuel

daniel and fulke greville appears here along with verses by individuals better known in other fields francis bacon queen elizabeth i

and walter raleigh whose poems offer valuable insights into the spirit of the age

Swann's Way

2012-05-07

over 400 timeless observations including a true friend is one soul in two bodies aristotle friendship is like money easier made than

kept samuel butler many more great browsing reference book

Nostromo

2002

everyman is the most durable of medieval morality plays in which the central character summoned by death must face final

judgment on the strength of his good deeds the work is reprinted here along with 3 other medieval classics the second shepherd

s play noah s flood and hickscorner all from standard texts

Elizabethan Poetry

2005-01-17

more than 75 works including a number of lindsay s most popular performance pieces the congo and the santa fe trail among

them reprinted with his own directions for recitation also included the jingo and the minstrel subtitled an argument for the

maintenance of peace and goodwill with the japanese people more

バートルビー/ベニト・セレノ

2011
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these tales offer insights into many themes characters and techniques that emerged in fitzgerald s later works selections include

the curious case of benjamin button babes in the woods and a dozen others

Friendship

2012-12-04

compact and affordable this collection of 43 deliciously dark fairy and folk tales features rapunzel hänsel and grethel

rumpelstiltskin cinderella little snow white the golden goose the frog king or iron henry and the twelve brothers

Everyman

1995-10-24

thirteen compelling and influential documents henry s give me liberty or give me death declaration of independence the

constitution washington s first inaugural address the monroe doctrine the emancipation proclamation gettysburg address more

The Congo and Other Poems

1992

intellectually stimulating work describes the ideal state and ponders how it can bring about the most desirable life for its citizens

famed jowett translation of aristotle s masterwork

Herd Register

1923

the book subjects male characters in six south wales novels written between 1936 and 2014 to detailed gendered reading it

argues that the novels critique the form of masculine hegemony propagated by structural patriarchy serving the material demands

of industrial capitalism each depicts characters confined to a limited repertoire of culturally endorsed behaviourial norms such as

displays of power decisiveness and self control which prohibit the expression and cultivation of the subjective self within the social

organisation of industrial capitalism the working class characters are in practice reduced to dispensable functionaries at work

while in theory they are accorded the status of patriarchally sanctioned principals at home ideologically subservient and feminised

in one context they are ideologically dominant and masculinised in another as they negotiate resist or strive to reconcile the

irreconcilable demands of such gendered practices recurring patterns of exclusion inadequacy and mental instability are made

evident in their representation

The Early Short Stories of F. Scott Fitzgerald

2015-04-15

here are thirty one enchanting selections drawn from andrew lang s famous series of colorfully titled fairy tale anthologies scholar

poet novelist and literary critic lang tirelessly collected magical stories from cultures all over the world stories according to lang

that have been inherited by our earliest civilised ancestors who really believed that beasts and trees and stones can talk if they

choose and behave kindly or unkindly the best single volume collection of lang s fairy tale classics available the rainbow fairy

book includes hansel and gretel rapunzel jack and the beanstalk the prince and the dragon rumpelstiltskin the three little pigs

snow white and rose red and other enduring fables of childhood lyrical and timeless these are the stories that have captured the

imaginations of children and adults alike for generations
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Grimm's Fairy Tales

2012-03-05

hardy s novel about the trials of a poor stonemason excoriates convention particularly the institutions of marriage religion and

education in a pioneering work of feminism and socialist thought

The Declaration of Independence and Other Great Documents of American History

2012-02-29

enduringly profound treatise whose lasting effect on western philosophy continues to resonate aristotle identifies the goal of life as

happiness and discusses its attainment through the contemplation of philosophic truth

Politics

2012-07-31

now a major motion picture this tale of a passionate independent woman and her three suitors explores hardy s trademark

themes thwarted love the inevitability of fate and the encroachment of industrial society on rural life

Representing the Male

2021-06-15

told in charming brief anecdotes these stories include saint francis s sermon to the birds his taming of a savage wolf his

conversion of the sultan of babylon and his healing of a leper

The Rainbow Fairy Book

2012-09-21

Jude the Obscure

2012-03-22

Nicomachean Ethics

2012-03-06

Far from the Madding Crowd

2012-03-12

The Little Flowers of Saint Francis

2012-04-25
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